Case Report

Multi-system inflammatory syndrome presenting with refractory shock in an infant, temporally associated with SARS-CoV2 infection
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ABSTRACT

Children with COVID-19 largely remain asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic with gastroenteritis or influenza like presentation. However, few of them go on to develop features of multi-system inflammatory syndrome secondary to dysregulated cytokine release, resulting even in death. We report a 45 days old infant who presented to us with fluid unresponsive shock following protracted vomiting few hours prior to arrival. Eight days prior, child was admitted in COVID Isolation centre with mild illness, after testing positive on rapid Antigen Test and discharged 3 days later. Child when brought was severely acidic and hence electively intubated. Shock did not improve even following multiple boluses and inotropic support on mechanical ventilation. Encephalopathy, myocardial dysfunction and acute kidney injury, with elevated inflammatory markers post COVID-19 suggested multi-system inflammation syndrome in him. The infant deteriorated rapidly and succumbed even before targeted therapy could be initiated. MIS-C presenting with refractory shock is increasingly being reported in pediatric age group and these children rapidly deteriorate without early recognition and treatment. Clinicians need a heightened suspicion for cytokine storm related complications and institute early immune-modulative therapy, especially during the present COVID-19 pandemic.
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INTRODUCTION

The novel Coronavirus, SARS CoV-2 instigated a pandemic in 2020, infecting people of all age-groups. Children account for a very small percentage of the infected population.1 They usually remain asymptomatic or may have mild flu or gastroenteritis like features, but may present with multi-system inflammatory features rarely due to a cytokine storm triggered by the virus. This aberrant and severe form of inflammation leads to an influx of pro-inflammatory mediators into the cells.2 Dysregulation of the immune response, with widespread inflammation and tissue injury, may even result in death.3 In this article, we describe the case of a one and half month-old infant with multi-system inflammatory syndrome temporally associated with SARS-CoV2 infection, resulting in the death of the infant.

CASE REPORT

We present the case of a 45 days old infant, born of 3rd consanguinities, with low grade fever eight days ago. Infant along with his parents tested positive for SARS-CoV2 infection on rapid antigen testing performed on his nasopharyngeal swab. Infant was isolated at a local COVID isolation centre for 3 days, remaining only mildly symptomatic and was discharged on advice to observe strict home quarantine. On Day 9 of illness, the infant developed acute onset protracted vomiting, refusal of feeds and worsening distress. The infant was rushed to our tertiary centre for emergency management. At arrival,
infant was lethargic, acidotic with increased work of breathing, cyanosed and severely dehydrated. Severe tachycardia with cold, clammy peripheries and delayed capillary refill time alerted us to shock. Blood gas analysis revealed a pH of 6.7, HCO₃⁻ of 4 mEq/L and base excess of -35. Infant was intubated and mechanically ventilated. Multiple fluid boluses targeting acidosis correction were given and he was initiated on inotropic support in view of fluid refractory status. Antibiotics were started suspecting septic shock. Antibiotics after cultures were drawn. The infant showed no signs of clinical improvement and anuria persisted despite volume correction. Chest X-ray was normal, while screening ECHO revealed a global myocardial hypokinesia. Blood work-up revealed anemia, leukocytosis but a non-reactive CRP.

Infant’s elder male sibling had succumbed 4 years ago following protracted vomiting, cause not investigated. Suspecting an acute decompensation of an Inborn error of metabolism serum ammonia (524 micromol/L) and plasma lactate (25 mmol/L) levels were sent and found to be grossly elevated. Elevated lactate levels could be attributed to shock while the etiology for hyperammonemia in the infant remain undetermined.

Baby being post COVID status, suspecting PIMS-TS, inflammatory markers were sent and found to be grossly elevated with serum ferritin-2000 ng/dl, LDH - 1065 U/L, IL-6 - 245.2 pg/ml and procalcitonin-0.17 ng/ml levels, meeting the cytokine storm post COVID-19 infection; but the delay in reports curtailed any possible therapeutic intervention and the baby succumbed within 16 hours of presentation. Blood and CSF cultures remained sterile. Repeat testing done for COVID-19 by RT-PCR following death turned out to be negative.

**DISCUSSION**

SARS-CoV-2 virus causes influenza like illness, pneumonia and in severe cases acute respiratory distress syndrome in adults. Its clinical picture can be markedly different in children, most of whom are asymptomatic or have only a mild course of the disease. However, a novel presentation is seen in pediatric COVID-19, where the virus triggers a hyper-inflammatory state provisionally labeled pediatric inflammatory multi-system syndrome temporally associated with SARS-COV-2 (PIMS-TS). The varied manifestations of PIMS-TS may include toxic shock syndrome and multi-system failure or Kawasaki disease-like illness.

PIMS-TS is defined as any child presenting with persistent fever, inflammation (neutrophilia, increased CRP and lymphopenia) and evidence of single or multi-organ failure with additional features which may fulfill Kawasaki disease criteria, after excluding any other microbial causes and positive or negative SARS-CoV2 PCR test. It occurs as a severe and delayed immune response rather than a manifestation at the time of infection with SARS-CoV-2 virus. Most children who develop PIMS remain asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic at the time of initial infection. This can be explained as priming of the immune system in predisposed children by the virus, mainly affecting the T cells, and later heading to widespread release of a pro-inflammatory cytokines causing a cytokine storm. IL-1, IL-6, TNF-alpha, IFN and other pro-inflammatory cytokines are elevated resulting in widespread tissue damage. This leads to lung injury, multi-organ failure and death. Hyperammonemia may at times be the only manifestation of liver cell injury, as maybe in our case.

Successful treatment of PIMS-TS depends on the timely identification and understanding of the mechanism of cytokine storm. IL-6 plays a major role in the development of cytokine storm. Timely initiation of corticosteroids under the cover of antibiotics with concurrent use of immunomodulators like IVIG and IL-1 and IL-6 blockade agents is the present treatment strategy of PIMS-TS with good results.

**CONCLUSION**

PIMS-TS as a post-covid pediatric presentation is now being reported increasingly and clinicians must be aware of it, as prompt, timely identification of the features of hyper-inflammation and early initiation of treatment with corticosteroids and immunomodulators can drastically improve the outcome in these children and reduce mortality.
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